healthcare professionals and institutions strive to provide the highest quality care to their patients. in order to provide quality care, healthcare practice must be based on the latest evidence from research, clinician expertise and patient preference.

the joanna briggs institute (jbi), based in australia and one of the premier evidence-based practice organizations in the world, has developed an evidence-based practice model that is considered a benchmark in the healthcare industry. available as a one-time purchase, this unique book series of 24 premium titles provides you with the tools you need to:

- understand the jbi model of evidence-based healthcare
- appraise qualitative and quantitative research
- appraise evidence from intervention and diagnostic accuracy studies
- learn ways to minimize risks from adverse events

each of these book authors has been carefully selected for their expertise in the topic area.

publisher
joanna briggs institute (jbi)
lippincott williams & wilkins (lww)
wolters kluwer/mr books

what's included
- can-implement©: planning for best-practice implementation
- clinical wisdom and evidence-based healthcare
- comparison of meta-aggregation and meta-ethnography as qualitative review methods, a
- critically appraising evidence for healthcare
- guideline adaptation: conducting systematic, exhaustive, and reproducible searches
- historical emergence of qualitative synthesis, the
- implementing evidence using an action research framework
- international collaboration in translational health science
- knowledge translation in healthcare
- mixed methods approach to evidence synthesis, a
- public engagement in translating knowledge to action
- stakeholder engagement: the role of tacit knowledge and value statements in translation science
- statistics for systematic review authors
- synthesis of prevalence and incidence data, the
- synthesizing descriptive evidence
- synthesizing economic evidence
- synthesizing evidence from narrative, text and opinion